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ABSTRACT

The attached monograph seeks to analyze in general
terms the economic dimension in war planning. It
focuses on the causes and implications of the often
inescapable incompatibility between political/economic
objectives and military aims. Much of what the
monograph argues has only recently been discerned from
Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm. It was a
modern war of the kind whose effects we anticipated in
AirLand Battle, but resulted in compressing the
doctrine into ways never before visualized. One
preliminary use of this monograph is to help CTNCs and
senior staff planners gain insight about economics as a
vital element in military strategy and campaign plan
formulation.

Principally, the monograph seeks to analyze the
economic domain through Clausewitz's frdaiework of wdr.
The author examines Clausewitz's trinity and suggests a
modified version to his theory. Although the spectrum
of the economic domain encompasses political,
psychological, and military elements, the paper
emphasizes the latter. This can be seen in the utility
of finding economic features which may lead a planner
to economic decisive points. The economic dimension is
discussed to some degree, but only as a vehicle for
continuity or for demonstrating the economic impact on
military activities. The result of this research led
the author to conclude that one can not limit himself
to the destruction of the enemy's forces as the main
effort without considering other possible centers of
gravity such as their economic capacity to wage war.

Jean de Bloch once wrote that "military writers
look upon future war only from the point of view of
attaining certain objects by destroying the armies of
the enemy." Switch his word writers for planners and
you sense the issue before us. Bloch probably had Karl
von Clausewitz or Henri de Jomini in mind when he wrote
these words. It is time modern practitioners expand
their thinking about the art of war to include
economics.
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The Dawn of 21st Century War-fare

How well will Karl von Clausewitz measure up to 21st century

warfare? Granted his mormental work, On War, is of keen interest

to military historians and modern-day professionals rationalizing

every aspect of the art. No one doubts its enlightening qualities

about the essence of war and its conduct. Its literary reach

continues to expand the mirds of the world's finest military

practitioners. To quote one authority on Clausewitz, Professor

Michael Howard, the Prussian General was "the greatest military

thinker of all time."' With nary an argument, On is an

extraordinary source for studying the essence of war, the play of

strategy, and its theory. Certainly it is timeless, but has its

mastery of the art of war been diminished for the modern

operational artist confronting twenty-first century warfare?

In this light, one may argue that the book's reputation has

overshadowed its true intrinsic value as the definitive work on

war. Perhaps it is now time to put On War high on a bookshelf and

let it assume its author's original intent. Maybe Clausewitz is

the closest of any military thinker to understanding the theory of

war. That does not mean however, that his word is the last on the

subject. The truth is, that work has yet to be written.

For nearly a decade, the U.S. Army has been undergoing a

renaiusance in its efforts to understand war and its application.

Central to this rebirth has been the resurrection of Clausewitz.

The theory of war, he wrote, is rooted by the interplay of three

phencmena: chance, human passion, and policy formulation." This
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paradoxical trinity of war, while a much heralded paradigm for

postulating theory, is nevertheless, not quantifiable. This

permits the paradigm to be subject to wide debate, particularly in

reference to how it maintains a balance of these tendencies: the

government, the people, and the commander with his army.'

Perhaps because these "three aspects" can never be

quantified, military institutions and practitioners continue to

demonstrate an affinity for theories offering some degree of

certainty. Hence, Baron Antoine Henri de Jomini's attempt to

pierce the obscurities of war to arrive at a "small number of

fundamental principles" became part of the U.S. Army's ongoing

quest for certainty! This is not to argue that military art has

to be quantifiable. Rather the essence of military theory stands

as the first link, seen in figure 1, in the chain of theory,

doctrine, and practice. It may indeed be defined as the relation

between the corstant (principles

of war, physical geography,

human nature) and the variable

(tactics, logistics, friction).* ..

Clausewitz and his

contemporary, Jomini, are but

two of the more prominent

military theorists who have Figure 2
Lirkage of Military Art

bestowed the US military with

the underpinnings for American landpower theory. Both drew their

thouhts about military art from experiences in the Napoleonic
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ware and arrived at different conclusi-or abrut how the art. ii

practiced. Where Clausewitz emphasized chance and uncertainty in

war, Jomini adhered to specific principles that could guide the

conduct of war. 7  While both advocated the inherent value of

theory, neither fundamentally agreed on the true nature of war. A

similar disagreement exists today within the U.S. military.

Without waiting for a joint service consensus, the U.S. Army

has been a strong proponent among the armed services in presenting

a uniform construct of war with three levels: tactical,

operational, and strategic.' U.S. Army Field Manual (FM) 100-1,

The Army, now furnishes the authoritative foundation for what is

arguably America's basic theory of war.'

Among the highlights in the Army's approach to war are the

three functions of an army-the prevention and control of war, and

once ensued, the favorable termination of conflict. These

functions are collectively called the operational continuum in

emerging U.S. Army doctrine.,0 Within the sphere of this

continuum, the Army has important responsibilities and operations

in each function in roles described at the strategic, operational,

and tactical levels. Since 1982, the Army as a whole has

concentrated its study of war beyond the tactical level. Since

the birth of "AirLand Battle" doctrine, debate and discussion

about the operational level of the art has been remarkable.

Today, senior leaders and complementary staffs are able to address

practical Problem at all three levels of war. Yet, there is much

to be done. The armed services continue to strive to define and
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refine this nation's theory and understanding of war. The

formulation of a future winning strategy depends on it.

Poised for Cig.

Congress, and Americans at large, have recently developed an

interest about how the U.S. defense establishment develops

military strategy. Thanks to the favorable outcome of Operations

Desert Storm and Desert Shield, Congressional interest has only

intensified about U.S. military strategic thinking.11

Recent testimony in Congress as well as in open literature

convincingly show that the development of military strategy cannot

be done in isolation of the three elements of national power:

economic, military, and political. 2  As to where military

strategy "fits" into our nation's projection of military power,

one can see in Figure 2 how it is a subset of military policy.

The reader will note that military policy is not a discrete

product of national

policy. Indeed, it must

connect with both VATES

economic and political NATONAL INTEREST

policies in order that it NTINLITRATEGY

be effective. " NATINAL SECLurrY SYSTEM

T o p u t t h e PoIrrICAL ...... .MInAAY*. ...... 4ECoCMIIC
POLICY POLICY POLICY

formuiation of military
FORCE STRUCTURE VILITARY STRATEGY

strategy intoI
s t a e y n o AAGN&WAR PLANS

perspective, the reader
Figure 2

should note its central FMIJLATION OF MILTARY S TRATW
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role toJ ami .the U.B-. in attaining ardl prf-itting ito intereta

at any stage of the operational contiruum." From the national

level, national strategy supports U.S. interests, odjectives,

policies, and programs. Its constituent elements include (in

addition to the military): economic, political, and psychological

factors." These elements encompass the broad goals which have

guided American foreign and defense policy throughout the life of

the Republic. "

Figure 3 illustrates military strategy overlapping national

strategy to indicate the former expressing the same interests and

objectives that national strategy supports. 1 As does national

strategy, campaign planning overlaps with military strategy from

which, in turn, it draws strategic and regional bearing.1

Campaign planning takes a "comprehensive. view of the CINC's

theater of operations and

NLITARYWMTEGY defines the framework in

which an OPLAN fits. ""

C CThe presence of the

overlapping between campaign

planning and militaryY11
strategy and between

military and national

strategy suggests there are

Figure 3 no linkages between the warltroulation of Military Strategy

planner and policy maker.

Certainly, as figure 3 hows, there does exist a reciprocal level
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of concern between the two. The campaign planner concerns himself

with issues unique to the military envirorment. His spectrum

requires consideration for: mobilization, deployment, employment,

and sustainment planning. W Military factors are paramount to a

planner. Understandably, the planner's focus on other elements of

national strategy are minimal. For the policy maker the focus is

reversed. His interest is in national strategy and the interplay

of the instruments of national power.' If there exicts a

crossover region wherein the planner and policy maker need to

"play" in each other's "sandbox" it probably falls within the

realm of military strategy. This is the domain of JCS and the

CINCs. It follows that for military strategy to achieve a

Machiavellian standard of effectiveness in its support of national

strategy, a CINC must include the political, economic, and

psychological elements.2

If military strategy is the conduit by which the armed

services support national goals, then how well does the element of

economic power integrate into war plar? Granted this monograph

cannot cover all the issues of the economics of national security.

However, there are economic perspectives for war planning in the

application of military power at the operational level which need

to be explored. Specifically, how can this consideration of U.S.

economic end state conditions improve military campaign planning?

Addressing this question may further the dialogue toward a

unified American theory of war. This could ultimately serve as a

broad guide for strategy formulation and operational doctrine.

6
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Ocurd d,trine iB often thet leeBt, exTperoive ard ml-t effective way

to increase an army's fighting effectiveness.0

Framing War's Canvas

This monograph is organized into six sections. Part I

begins with an overview of war planning at the operational level.

Its focus is on possible enemy economic military objectives to

include their consideration as economic centers of gravity. Part

II takes historical cases to help appreciate the importance of

economic objectives at the operational level. Part III examines

Clausewitz's theory of war in light of the economic dimension.

Part IV analyzes this dimension as to how it affects military or

operational decisions in the context of war planning. Part V

assesses the economic influence on operational decisive points and

centers of gravity and the incorporation of economic power in the

formulation of military strategy. Part VI uses a framework of

ends, ways, and means as the criteria to touch upon the causal

links between economic factors and Clausewitz's theory of war.

Part I

Toward the Post-Cold War World

There are some policy makers and military planners who say

that there is little value in the integration of economic matters

in the development of a war plan.2* This monograph shows how

false and dangerous that supposition may be. Granted the

importance of the economic dimension in the theory of war has

been less than obvious.25 Over the many years since On War was

7



first published, there has been at best a glacial drift toward

awareness of economics in the military arts.

To investigate why the economic domain remains so remote to

operational planning, one must first understand why a problem even

exists at the level where war plans are formulated and approved.

In keeping with the spirit of military planning, the National

Security Council is the principal forum that considers national

security issues and directs the projection of national power. 2'

It is the only level where political, military and economic

policies are reviewed and formulated for national security

considerations. Military policy is carried out exclusively by the

Department of Defense through the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff (CJCS), who tasks each commander in chief of a unified

command (CINC) to prepare a plan of military action in a hostile

environment within his region.27 The product is a process of

campaign planning which takes a comprehensive view of the CINC's

theater of operations and defines the framework in which an

Operation Plan (OPLAN) fits.28 Therefore, a CINC prepares a

series of OPLANS with a singular purpose and a common objective

under one Campaign Plan." Under the JCS deliberate planning

process, a CINC's OPLAN is reviewed and approved by Lhc JCS.

It normally does not receive much attention at the NSC level until

a crisis arrives. By then, any chance that a military solution

includes economic considerations is probably remote. Herein is

the dilemma of having plans which take into account the economic

perspective.

8



Karl'sa Legacy

The issue of not considering both friendly and enemy

economic vulnerabilities at the CINC level is a critical shortfall

in today's operational planning. Our war plans are simply not

complete in considering all dimensions of conflict. The planning

assumes military objectives are military in nature, thereby

overlooking or not giving full consideration to economic

objectives which may be more decisive than a military objective in

accomplishing the CINC's war aims. The essence of today's

military art may indeed be defined as the relation between the

constant (principles of war/physical geography) and the variable

(human nature/tactics/logistics) aspects of military science.31

Nowhere does military action/activity balance economic, political

and military values. A similar observation provided by the Polish

economist, Jean de Bloch, corroborates this point. Bloch stated,

"the economic and social consequences of war, if they are

considered at all, are considered only as secondary or tertiary

objects."  Bloch's point is that the tactical and strategic

challenges of the next war are not military but economic.

To respect Bloch's message, war planners must do more than

think of military aims as being achieved only through military

action. An operational planner should investigate the particular

contribution which economic policy makes to understanding the

causes of war and its prosecution. Armed with an appreciation for

the economic dimension, the operational planner can better define

the conditions under which war can be fought or avoided.

9



Part II

The Unfolding Changes in Military Power

Today's approach in studying theory necessitates a look at

war within the broader context of conflict.= According to one

modern day military theorist, Mr. James Schneider, conflict arises

when groups or individuals, animated by a resolve to initiate

purposeful action, seek to attain future goals or ends that are in

opposition. If this is so, then war is not just a conflict of

armed aggression. "Purposeful action" includes economic means as

well as military means. Politics and economics are the two social

interactions which, historically, can be found to be the cause of

most modern wars.

James R. Schlesinger, a noted economist and former Secretary

of Defense, draws the same conclusion:

Almost every human problem will have its economic
aspect. Desires are unlimited, yet no individual or
institution has command of either the resources or
time (a type of resource) to achieve all the ends that
may be regarded as desirable. Therefore, it becomes
necessary to exercise choice among the many possible
alternatives, to establish a scale of priorities, in
short, to economize.3

In all human endeavors, war included, the selection of goals

(ends) and the disposition of means (ways) are fundamental, and

this is reflected in the primacy of economics. 6 Economics,

which concerns the problem of resource allocation, is often

referred to as "the science of choice" and is particularly useful

in determining how a nation may employ its resources in order to

achieve its military aims." Military objectives must be weighed

in a similar vein at the tactical, operational, and strategic

10



levels because. they will alwayB bec o rtrained ard ipfi by

political and economic aims given available resources. From the

earliest wars, economic and military power have maintained a close

relationship to national power.u

History shows that the linkage between military power and

economic power is far from clear-cut. A short historical anecdote

may help to illustrate this unique relationship between economic

ends and military means in strategy design. In most cases, the

important linkage is in the shaping of a nation's grand strategy.

Fundamentally, grand strategy is determined by a nation's

industrial base. "

In both World Wars I and II, German military strategists

sought to maximize military gain utilizing most effectively

Germany's limited economic resources. Both the Schlieffen Plan

and Hitler's early victories of Poland and France were rooted in

the necessity of a rapid victory. The point that these wars were

coalition conflicts meant that their duration would likely

increase. Given such an outcome, each side developed a

strategy to accommodate the facts of an exhausting and expensive

conflict. Axis war plans considered as significant the danger of

being tied to a protracted conflict whereby Germany would by

necessity have to expose her inferiority in resources.41

In WWII, the Germans took economic considerations into their

strategic war planning as they sought to achieve quick operational

victories. But unlike pre--WWI , German rearmament in the 1930's

drew little response from the allies until the end of the decade

11



when it was too late. a German mobilization plans reflected

their operational war plan which sought rapid achievement of

military objectives with the forces-in-being. Schlesinger notes

how the German World War strategies were economically driven:

The plan was to strike the enemy with the accumulated
equipment of war. Hitler had been unwilling in the
thirties to restructure the Germun economy for
sustained military production, for that implied
several years of heavy investment in capacity with no
immediate returns and large sacrifices by the German
population. This was the policy of 'arinent in
width' as opposed to 'arwmwt In depth,' the latter
implying a basic restructuring of the economy.
GermaV's advantage lay in quick war in which the
accumulated production of several years would yield a
quick victory.

Despite the postwar criticism of Germany's policy of

armament in width, it was in harmony with her operational and

strategic plans. Furthermore, Germany did achieve a rapid build-

up of her military and came close to achieving her goals.

In retrospect, Germany and the Allies achieved their ends by

different military means. Britain and the U.S. tended to view

warfare in terms of total commitment and long duration. This was

antithetical to the German approach which was captured in their

operational/tactical concept of blitzkrieg. For the allies, wars

were to be won by the gradual application of the pressures of

economic superiority." Fortunately, both Britain and the U.S.

mobilized early toward a wartime economy so that the demands of

total war could be met. Germany, expecting to achieve successes

rapidly and without protracted conflict, chose not to develop a

wartime economy until 1943.4

The role of industrial mobilization is critical to

12
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urderotandirJ h--ow the ecweic dcain influences military

strategy. In any economy, in order to maintain maximum material

well-being and physical production, a balance should be achieved

in the allocation of resources.*'  Industrial mobilization

requires a reallocation of these resources. In a peacetime economy

with market forces at work, this balance is usually in the favor

of improving a nation's standard of living. In a wartime economy,

the balance shifts to military requirements at the expense of a

nation's consumers. This causal relationship also explains why

industrial mobilization becomes a political decision even though

it has profound military implications." If the purpose of

production in a particular state is directed toward military

effectiveness rather than consumer well-being, then the impact of

mobilization will obviously be less for a centrally controlled

economy than for a market oriented economy.

The world wars illustrate that a nation's economic

objectives are inextricably linked to military strategy and

operational planning. Schlesinger correctly points out that "a

nation's economic resources will influence its military planning,

yet, in turn. the military strategy will affect the organization

and use of economic resources. ,, For example, in August 1914,

European military experts were well prepared for mobilization.

Unfortunately, their war plans were based on expectations, that

while logically sound, were tragically wrong." Most experts

thought the war would be quick based on recent conflicts such as

the Schleswig-Holstein campaign of 1864, the Austro-Prussian war

13



of 1866, and the Franco-Prussian war of 1870." Many also

believed that technological improvements in armament and

transportation (rail and road) also increased the chances for a

quick resolution of the war. Hence, military planning assumed the

economic cost of war to be minimal since a war of exhaustion would

not occur. A plan that was bold and decisive could significantly

offset industrial mobilization.

In WWII, the early successes of Hitler's blitzkrieg strategy

partly explain the Third Reich's failure to mobilize the German

economy- German confidence in swift, total victory meant that

German troops in Operation Barbarossa were logistically ill-

equipped before they started toward Moscow." As Albert Speer

noted in his memoirs, total German mobilization was not seriously

attempted until 1943.5

Since WWII a remarkable, but perhaps not surprising,

transformation has occurred in America's ability to wage a major

war. America's present economic capacity cannot refight this last

total war." The US has shifted from a strategy of armament in

depth to one of armament in width. The Soviets today are very

much a champion of the former strategy.

Given today's economic conditions with an eye toward twenty-

first century world affairs, America's limited capacity for

wartime production will more than likely restrict a CINC's

warplan. The CINC's vision is one of winning battles with the

right force mix fully supported by the rapid mobilization and

continuous availability of resources. The CINC's dilema is that

14
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Part III

Rethinking the Trinity

To address adequately the issue of harmonizing economic

sufficiency with military planning, the modern-day military

practitioner should understand the aspect of the economic domain

as it pertains to Clausewitz's theory of war (Trinity). Unlike

Clausewitz's era, modern wars are fought with full regard to the

economic domain: material, technological, and economic. One

strategy for overcoming the Trinity's limitation is to redesign

its structure so as to include the economic dimension.

To convince the reader that economics is a necessary aspect

to the theory of modern war. one must show linkage between

Clausewitz's trinity and the economic domain. The conclusion,

seen in figure 4, is one of causal connections and argrues that

within this pyramid of

REDE IGNING THE TRNITY 1rmpeting components. a

CHMCE& BjmY.n well-crafted national
)rf. a REASM4& FPJUTEAL AMS

\IiT 1 (Cb.,utI milita / o0I i c/ can be

developed."' A synthesis
CWG&ADkMTATON

HL "NOLJJ FORCEof the pyramid's elements

will lead directly toward a

modern concept of military

Figue 4 strategy. Correspondingly
The Trinity evolves into a Square

war plans support such aims.

Using his trinity theory, Clausewitz sufficiently explored

15



the synergies of politics, military art, and national will. The

interplay of these tendencies appeared to Clausewitz to be all

that is embodied in the sphere of war. In On War, he never really

concerns himself with exploring to any intellectual degree the

aspect of economic power. Yet, it is the most decisive

destabilizing factor in initiating conflict."

Clausewitz mentioned two important causes of war: First,

human nature (the primordial violence and blind natural force

inherent in people) ; and, second, the need to restore

equilibrium (a balance of power, i.e., political, economic,

military, and geographic)." Maintaining military equilibrium

has a lot to do with balancing economic power. Coalition powers

or any two nations that see their opposite as gaining militarily

an upper-hand has been a past precedent for preemptive and open war

as illustrated in figure 5. In its most elemental form, the

doctrine of economic versus

ialitary equilibrium ECONOMY STRONG--MILITARY STRONG

"expresses the conviction EACE

that economically inferior N N
A A

nations are in no position T A T a
0 0
N

to throw down the gauntlet

to economically superior

ECONOMY WEAK-MLrTARY WEAK

Until the end of the Figure 5
E=o ,tic Capacity and its Effect on

Cold War, the size and Military Strategy

composition of a moder army was predicated in large measure on

16



tho A'c:ryaic Btstrmonth of the otate: Mcsert hiatoly is replete

with wars driven by economic processes." As we near the 21st

century, an army's size will not be as important as its

composition or force structure. Essentially, an army with a

technological edge can improve qualitatively the composition of

its armed forces; thereby, forgoing mass (in sheer numbers of

weapon systems), to remain decisive. Military power is weighing

dramatically in favor of Western technology brought about by

market forces. The scale of military power will become even more

asymmetrical in favor of the US as the quality of its weapon

systems improves exponentially over that of the Soviets."

Economics plays the pivotal role in determining technology's

direction and growth. If military equilibrium is ever to be

restored, the Soviets will need to completely overhaul their

economic system.

In modern times, rapid mobilization and the accelerated

capability to execute war have made economic circumstances by

which war breaks out more relevant to military strategy. Hence,

war plans must address economic centers of gravity which are the

"hubs" of a nation's capability to wage war." Unfortunately,

this is easier said than done. For example, a CINC's contingency

plan for a limited war within his region will often leave him with

the responsibility to identify acceptable conditions to an end

state which has to be politically acceptable." Clausewitz would

traditionally lead the CINC to attain such an end state only

through force (military conditions set by military means). Here
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another source of war's friction is added to the CINC's palette.

As ar, operational artist, he must consider not just the military

costs and benefits of war but also the need to adjust such burdens

to a level acceptable to economic and political ends."If

strategy in Clausewitz's time was the art of using force on the

battlefield to achieve political ends, then military strategy

today is the art of using force not just against military decisive

points but economic points as well to achieve the same political

objectives. Strategy includes the art of subduing your enemy

through means other than military action against his army.67

In sum, if Clausewitz's trinity is indeed both unchanged and

changeless, economics may be the additional factor required for a

clearer and more adaptive theory of contemporary and future

warfare. Without this dimension, we may fail to see the new

problems and opportunities that war may present.

Part IV

The Economic Dimension

Retrospectively, WWII appears to be an ideal illustration of

the impact of the economic domain on national strategy and the war

plans formulated to implement it. In modern times, the influence

of this dimension has garnered an even greater role in war

planning. The military leader of today faces a world where war

can be waged within an operational continuum never conceived by

Jcoini or Clausewitz. Indeed, a CINC today often plans to wage a

limited war wherein he must find acceptable substitutes to achieve

victory. In such scenarios, the element of economic friction has
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been intrduedl since-, the (INC must now consider not only the

costs and benefits of war, but also the need to adjust his

military aims to a level acceptable to political ends."

From Clausewitz, military aims describe the art of using

armed force on the battlefield as the means to achieve political

ends." His object of war in achieving these ends is to destroy

the enemy' s center of gravity.7' To modern strategists this

translates to a single center of gravity at the operational or

strategic level-the enemy army.n  Pure Clausewitzian thinking

unfortunately obscures the strategist from seeing economic centers

being just as vital to coliapsing an enemy's will to resist.

Admittedly, the economic domain never entered into

Clausewitz's thinking about a comprehensive framework for the

study of war. In larmTe measure this was probably due to his never

witnessing war's full transformation brought on by the Industrial

Revolution. The revolutions's impact was chiefly economic and

brought to industrialized states a new appreciation for the

economic dimension. Within

ECONOMICDOMAN this domain (see figure 6)

| 7emerged two significant

MOG Q: ,) POWER) factors: technology with

its contribution to

production methods,

communications,

transportation, and economic
Figure 6
E=on c Dimuslon power. The impact of
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technology represents the aspect of change which can be argued as

the missing dominant tendency to our modified paradigm in figure

4. Economic power captures the key elements of this domain's

input to national power through the two concepts of capacity and

potential.'2  The idea of economic potential contains in itself

no hint of the time r-lement, yet the time element goes to the

heart of the relationship between economic capacity and military

power. It ignores the degree of the readiness of a state's

economy, but focuses on the rapidity of conversion (peace to war)

so central to the issue of industrial mobilization. The utilit-

of economic potential is its allowance for the "drastic change

possible in volume of output between peace and war."73

Clausewitz was obviously a theorist with experience drawn

from his time trying to write about the conduct of war for all

time. He was simply not aware of the qualitative edge that the

economic dimension would prove to be in the conduct of modern war.

Had he been, his notions about the essence of war would doubtless

have developed far differently.

Model

Ever since the end of World War II, two nuclear superpowers

have arbitrated the world's affairs into two polar groups. Each

group had its allies, alliances, satellites and proxies. Each

attempted to balance the other, missile for missile, plane for

plane, and ship for ship. That balancirg act is over.

Today, we are witness to a most profound change in modern

history- a revolution in the very nature of U.S. military power.
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Yesterday's bipolar world saw America's armd forces defe-sively

employed to fulfill the national strategy of containing communism.

Since the end of WWII, the U.S. "has deemed it a vital interest to

prevent any hostile power . . . from dominating the Eurasian land

mass." This has required a commitment to forward defense and

forward military deployments to contain Soviet expansionism."

The Korean. Vietnam, and Grenada conflicts were but a few of

America's past attempts in conforming a military strategy to a

national strategy of containment. To Clausewitz this military

strategy also meant that it possessed a negative aim-that is the

use of every means available for pure resistance.7' Clausewitz

argued that while "defense is the stronger form of strategy

<author's substitution for war> it has a negative object," and

therefore, "should be used only so long as weakness compels, and

be abandoned as soon as we are strong enough to pursue a positive

object. '7 That moment of pursuing a positive object (strategy

shift) occurred during 1989 when the USSR lost its superpower

status leaving the U.S. no longer in a balance of strength .'

The present day multipolar world finds the U.S. with an

offensive military strategy to accomplish America's expanded

strategy of free access- a positive aim. This notion is depicted

in figure 7. What is occurring in the 1990's is not merely a

transfer of military power. Military power is being transformed.

Power is shifting so swiftly that world leaders are being swept

along by events, rather than imposing their own will upon them."

Of particular note is the fact that current national strategy is
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driven principally by

li W OR.QLD ORDER economics not by
CRW ThWi' OF OOWAIMENr ideology. These epochal

* deowy-Clash Of Marxism Vs Capitalim charges present a
Ivltary Strategy s Deferwve-
A negTtIe ain . challerge to any modern

1(HATEMYIF UAJWANI .. ACCEI
I TO AWN day strategist who

Econofmc-Protecting free access and
movement to markets worldwide, recognizes this dramatic

V Miwtary Strategy is Offensive-
A positirvea . shift within military

Figure 7 strategy. The strategic

The Shift in U.S. National and Military landscape now includes
Strategy

economic power within an

international context.

As a start on this endeavor, the strategist may consider

identifying certain economic decisive points that advanced

economies will have. This paper offers five distinct features of

economic decisive points, which may help isolate an economic

center as the source of all power. Each feature may exist as an

unique occurrence or in

combination with others. In no

particular order, they are seen RAIU X

in figure 8 as: •MOBJTY

convertibility, connectivity, COII/BITY

CONNECTMTY
avai labi ity, interactivity, AVAILAf

and mobility. t T h e • ER TNOY

first principle of the new

Figure 8
military power shift is Economic Decisive Points
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mobility. Mobility aB an ecorsic feAttu-e is the displacement of

combat power anywhere to anywhere via any means. The recent

success of Operation Desert Shield in projecting heavy and light

ground forces rapidly into a remote theater of war clearly

illustrates this element of mobility.*'

The second principle is convertibility which reflects a

nation's capability to transfer economic power into military

power. Part II of this paper argues that the Germany of WWI and

WWII possessed economies that featured armament in width vermus

the historical U.S. structure for armament in depth. Today the

U.S.S.R. is clearly a nation which is geared toward armament in

depth. It possesses, for all intents and purposes, an economy

designed more for wartime than for peace. The U.S. posture has

reversed since WWII to where we are clearly an economy of armament

in width. Replenishment of war loses can be seen as a disjointed

and unconnected effort since the U.S. sustainment base reflects

many assembly lines producing in limited quantities, while others

have been shut down. " Only if impending war could be delayed

for a considerable length of time could America's mobilized

industrial base meet the convertibility criteria in ramping up to

a wartime economy. Figure 9 below contrasts the U.S. and Soviet

industrial bases and their support relationship to the war

effort.

Connectivity is next-the ability to connect a nation's

military power with another aligned nation. In computers, it is

the ability to transfer information from one medium to another."
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In i I itary strategy, it

is the ability to

transfer or receive

economic power to assist,
underwrite, and/orTACTICAL OIATIO4*L STRATEGIC E uxirwrte anl

supports military power.

Again, Desert Storm

offers a clear example of
Figure 9
l3 ve US Military Industrial Base modern warfare's

connectivity. To support

the cost of this Operation, the United States sought cash payments

from its allies to alleviate America's financial burden to wage

war. The United States could have gone to a wartime economy

only at great expense and risk to its infrastructure in order to

pay for Desert Storm. Fortunately, this was only a limited-

not total--war.

The fourth principle, availability, is the day-to-day

readiness of forces for employment to avert crises and prevent

war. Availability ensures military power is accessible for use

across the operational continuum. Availability also demands that

America has the capacity to concentrate power rapidly in critical

areas. Having forces ready for use includes, but is not limited

to, rotational deployments, port visits, stationing of forces, and

security/humanitarian assistance. The concept is akin to the U.S.

military strategy of Forward Presence. Although U.S. forces

are oriented toward threats in their particular theater, forward-
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deployed fort.ee must alBo be available to reinforce operations in

other areas--as did about half of the forces in Furope for [sert

Storm. In order that modern armies appear seemingly to be

everywhere at the same time requires economic strength to maintain

arxi sustain such omnipresence. For the United States and the

Soviets, this means a world-wide commitment." The Soviets still

retain massive military forces on the Eurasian landmass. Despite

the Soviet's ambitious reforms, the "specter of residual Soviet

military power will continue to loom over its neighbors.""

Therefore, it remains essential to maintain a capability to

globally counterbalance the Soviet potential."f1

The fifth and final feature is interactivity. A modern

nation's military cannot be passive to world events. The military

must be proactive to better control future events. This element

of proactivity can be assessed in developing and formulating

military strategies which require participation of other armed

forces in a form of collective security. In today's multipolar

world nations are no longer constrained by security alliances of

political East versus West ideology. Nations now look toward

economic power rather than military power in collective security

drrdncmetLs to protect and further their goals." A present

example is the emerging military security arrangement for a post

Cold War NAMO. The need for an alliance coupling economic power

with military power stems from potential situations which may be

vital to European security interests but do not require military

intervention as an option."
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These five economic features, representing possible decisive

points of economic power, when combined with the Clausewitzian

methodological constraints of people, government, and armed

forces, collectively etch a more complete blueprint for the

essence of war. The economic domain acts as a metabolic nervous

system reaulating each aspoct of Clausewitz's trinity. It makes

the modified trinity (figure 4) a theory of war far more flexible

and complex than ever imagined. It is a paradigm of the nature of

war for the 21st century.

Military Strategy

The application of military power and consequential

military strategies are being reshaped by today's economic

realities. Yet this is not a new phenomenon. The economic

dimension has influenced conflicts such as the seven major Anglo-

French wars fought between 1689 and 1815." Essentially these

wars were struggles of economic endurance. Victory went to the

coalition with the greater capacity to maintain credit and keep on

raising supplies and revenue. It was this need to raise money to

pay for wars that Paul Kennedy, author of The Rise and Fall of the

Great Powers, saw as a leading cause of conflict:

This problem of raising revenue to pay for current-aid
previous-wars preoccupied all regimes and their statesmen.
Even in peacetime, the upkeep of the armed services consumed
40 or 50 percent of a country's expenditures; in wartime, it
could rise to 80 or even 90 percent of the far larger
whole!" 

Additionally, WWII is an ideal illustration of two

coalitions waging war applying different strategies driven by
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economic capacity. Recent and past history thus proves that

modem military strategy evolves around a nation's capacity to

wage war." Despite the intervening limited wars of Korea and

Vietnam, a not so subtle change in the American emphasis upon

economic capacity occurred. In the long run, WWII was America's

last triumph of production and logistics enabling the allies to

execute a winning military strategy. At the present time, Desert

Shield and Desert Storm have exposed America's gradual change from

a nation of armament of depth to that of width."

In a materiel war of exhaustion, we probably cannot turn out

more military hardware than our rivals-even if time was not a

factor. Compare, for example, the size of the Iraqi force, built

not by Iraqi production, but paid for by oil revenues (Western

dollars). Without an effective United Nations embargo, we could

have faced a rival capable of continually purchasing armaments on

the world market while it waged war. In theory, an opponent could

reconstitute his materiel losses via arms purchases faster than we

could mobilize our industry to replenish our losses. India, South

Africa, China, and North Korea are but an obvious list of

nonaligned nations who possess large forces-in-being and influence

regional areas of conflict through arms exports." With respect

to possible scenarios of future war, America's policy to emphasize

economic power leaves grave doubts to its relevance given the

costs of such future contingencies."

Conflicts since WWII, and particularly Desert Storm. suggest

that future operations may be wholly unlike those great
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conflagratione that Clausewitz's theory of war adheres to.'"

Additionally, the concept of economic capacity is gaining greater

attention because the costs of sustaining any sizable army rapidly

depletes a nation's treasury. Today each CINC's strategy for

waging war in his region must recognize that the significance of

America's economic capacity arx that of the enemy is likely to

prove decisive in future conflicts.

At the NBC and JCS level, the limitations of America's

economic capacity must realistically temper CINC war plans and

aspirations. To illustrate this proposition, a CINC's plan

assumes logistic superiority ard a continuous flow of war-related

resources. What is no longer meaningful is America's capacity to

meet the total number of troops that can be maintained or to

maximize armaments production to sustain significant losses and

replacements. Hence, few war plans project the economic burdens

and impact of a protracted conflict. Under these circumstances,

general and abetract indicators of America's economic capacity to

wage war may direct a war planner to look for critical shortfalls

in a CINC's war plan. Certainly no planner wishes to mislead his

commander that his plan has the potential to achieve any goal, any

place, any time.'"

Given modern conditions and the multipolar world, the role

of economic capacity has been trarformed. In the military

sphere, the role of economic capacity still must be considered but

it is no longer the vital factor in strategic planning it once was

in other major wars of this century. As the danger of absolute
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war with another euperpower recedeB, the abstract measures of

overall economic capcity to wage such a war have grown less

important.'m  On the other hand, limited wars, such as Just

Caue and particularly Desert Storm, must be judged in light of

the special circumstances surrounding each conflict. The military

capabilities of the U.S. economy versus that of its two most

recent adversaries depend upon specific strengths in meeting the

unique needs and characteristics of the conflict rather than upon

measures of overall military strength (order of battle) .'"

Given the proposition that economic capacity no longer

provides the decisive edge in future war, what does render the key

to an economic center of gravity? In order to consider the new

role of a transformed economic capacity, we must address a new

framework to make use of economic considerations. The object is

to isolate possible economic centers of gravity for consideration

in a CINC's campaign plan. The utility of such a framework allows

a CINC to locate an adversary's decisive points and appreciate his

own vulnerabilities as a center of gravity for the enemy.

Economic power is but one aspect of the economic dimension.

The other facet (see figure 6) is technology. Economics that have

spawned revolutions in technology keep transforming the methods by

which war is waged. Technology allows for changes in how economic

and military decisive points and even centers of gravity can be

quickly and efficiently eliminated. Although Clausewitz

ra war of annihilation whenever posible, modern warfare

is clearly more than the decisive battle of two great armies.'"
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Rather, it represents a clash of technology and economic

resources-the product of an entire population.10

Since the technological genesis of modern war in the

American Civil War, a planner's focus has been on emerging

operational doctrine and tactics driven in large measure by the

performance of new weapons and materiel. Today, military planners

are witnessing new technologies that literally may change

traditional means of waging war. For example, the destruction of

the enemy's army-so central to Clausewitz's theory-becomes only

as important, or less important, when the true "hub" of the

enemy's will to resist is finally identified. In modern war, this

hub may be the elimination of economic centers or occupation of

industrial centers necessary for the maintenance of enemy forces

in the field.'" As the nature of war transforms rapidly and

irreversibly because of

technological change, so too A MODERN THEM OF WAR

COMWNOER
must military strategy and & APY

-I, ) / N GOVEPNMENT
corresponding campaign plans ',I s

adapt to change. The

phenomenon of change and the PEOPLE ECONOMICS

reflex of adaptation,

Figure 10
therefore. merits inclusion

in our "pyramid" of theory. The scope which the play of change

and adaptation contribute to war is in the realm of economics.

This notion is illustrated in Figure 10.
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Part VI

Arnalysis

The absence of a single criterion for assessing an economic

center of gravity or corresponding decisive points is not hard to

understani. We recognize that economic power varies in magnitude

depending on who the adversary is. The discerrment of an enemy's

military needs and the robustness of his economy in responding to

those needs may be key to determing measures of economic capacity.

Seeing economic decisive points as a subset of economic capacity

corresporidingly shapes military strategy. As stated, economic

capacity determines the composition of armed forces. Hence, the

effectiveness of a nation's military strategy and the viability of

any supporting campaign plan is dependent upon the composition of

the military forces and their suitability for countering and

reacting to specific threats under a multitude of

circumstances.1* Given this perspective, economic capacity is a

hub of power'.

A few useful criteria to assess possible "centers of

gravity" of the enemy's economic domain are the three elements of

military power formulation:

ends, ways. and means.

These familiar elements, as
, ENDS-- What conditions (miltary & economic)

achievegoals? depicted in figure 11, are

• WAYS - What sequence produces conditons ? essential to the development

* MEANS - How are resources applled ?
of any campaign plan. In

Figure 11
ads. Vny., & NM military planning the
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operational practitioner cannot afford to judge each element in

purely military terms. Yet, if one is a true Clausewitzian, then

his logic is self-evident. The modern practitioner of operational

art must expand his evaluation beyond Clausewitz's classical

trinity to include the elements of the economic dimension.

du--What the Strategy iust Do

The first test is that of ends. The ultimate value of a

nation's military power is determined by its ability to further or

achieve its political ends. At the strategic level, political

ends and military ends are inseparable. At the operational level

the relationship becomes a process of calculating and coordinating

assets and applying methods to achieve the strategic aims. Ends

set conditions. At the operational level, conditions are

established which allow access to the strategic center of

gravity.' Using elements of the pyramid (figure 10), the

operational planner then looks for both military and econ-onic

decisive points which will render a center of gravity more

vulnerable to attack and destruction. The planner will consider

the enemy's armed forces, its government, and pte.ople. The planner

will also consider economics and seek its decisive points using

the five economic features to ascertain their value to a center of

gravity. This process will assure that economic centers of

gravity are given consideration in planning.

One economic feature is mobility. The extent to which

mobility can set the conditions for the achievement of a military

end state should be clear from our recent experience in the
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Persian Gulf. The rapid deployment of forces during Desert Shield

established the first condition of our war plan by focming

America's line in the sar. ," Second, the speed and size with

which the forces deployed set the conditions for the defense of

Saudi P--abia and allowed for a build-up of multinational forces.

Conversely, the mobility that Iraq possessed could have proved

just as decisive as our own. *IS Granted, Iraq was not capable

of deploying forces world-wide, but there was no need. In their

strategic realm (Middle East), Iraq enjoys geographic power which

allows them to rapidly move large forces throughout the region.

The concept of economic capacity also proved key in

determining both U.S. and Iraqi mobility. A U.S. center of

gravity could have been the lack of sufficient merchant marine

ships to rapidly float its heavy armaments. This shortfall is

purely economics. To move such a force, the U.S. could not rely

solely on its military transports to achieve its ends. Hence,

commercial shipping, rail, and aircraft were vital to Desert

Shield's success."1 ' The merchant marine fleet has greatly

decreased in size and capability since the 1960's because of

cheaper overseas wages and operating costs.*112 Likewise, the

mothballed reserve fleet is much too ill-prepared for rapid

deployment.' Naturally, commercial shipping helped to make the

deployment a success, but at great economic cost.'"

Iraq had spent its currency on heavy equipment trmisports to

gain a haul capability not matched by any Western power. *It An

economic decisive point was Iraq's capability to move its ground
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forces rapidly. The invasion of Kuwait on 2 August 1990 is

testimony to the quickness with which Iraq was able to move its

forces.11  The U.S. was caught unaware as to the capability Iraq

possessed in mobility. Fortunately for the world, Iraqi forces

did not conduct an immediate follow-on thrust into Saudi Arabia.

Ways-How the End are Met

The second salient element of formulating operational design

is ways. In evaluating this criterion, one might begin by

presenting Clausewitz's observation, "The best strategy is always

to be very strong; first in general. and then at the decisive

point. "1 37  Two of our economic decisive points are useful for

evaluation. The first is convertibility. Here the concern is how

economic power becomes military power to produce conditions

necessary to achieve the military end state.

The Soviets took Clausewitz's assertl n about being "very

strong" to mean quantity. This theme was reinforced by the

Russian inte.llectual IV. Lenin who claimed that quantity is a

quality in itself.,1' Hence, for nearly seventy years, the

Soviet economy has evolved into an industrial base geared to

producing massive and continuous quantities of war materiel (see

figure 9). Keeping within the spirit of Clausewitz's "strategy of

strength" the Soviets thought they understood his secret to the

art of war. The Soviet state run economy has, of course, served

this strategy well since 1929 creating an industrial base well

suited to support military needs.1' Now that economic decisive

point is changing from a Soviet strength to a vulnerability
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because of their rapidly declining economy.

Clausewitz's "strength" no longer applies to sheer numbers.

True it has served military analysts and, of course, the Soviets

quite well for many years. What has changed is a revolution in

microelectronic technologies which places the Soviets in a

position where they cannot begin to catch up by quantity of

material alone.* At the operational and tactical levels,

computerization and the flourishing of smart munitions showed the

Soviets that a revolution in military affairs is rapidly underway

in the Western world-bypassing the Soviet economy.'

The Soviets, according to Soviet Military Power, are lacking

in all important aspects in semiconductor materials, parallel

processing, microelectronics, machine intelligence robotics, and

software production." This shortfall in Soviet military

technology when compared to the West is significant, but it must

be tempered. "Better technology alone will never win a battle,"

warns Army Chief of Staff Carl E. Vuono, "but it does provide

soldiers with an indispensable edge over potential

adversaries."'" Vuono's comment reflects his view of a key

observation about lethality from Desert Storm. What the Soviets

see in Desert Storm is not the relative lethality of an M-1 tank

versus a T-72 tank. Rather, lethality is the absolute performance

of the Western high-tech arsenal. American and allied forces are

saturated with high-tech equipment which the Soviets can not begin

to match until their economy is completely overhauled.'a*

Clausewitz's "strength," if redefined, means quality.
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Quality of materiel to achieve direct annihilation of the enemy

independent of the number of systems required. The argument that

sooner or later rumbers would always tell is no longer valid in

the 21st century.

Fccaomic convertibility is clearly a decisive point for the

Soviets. Soviet leaders recognize that their economy is pathetic

with no chance for a quick recovery.'z The Soviets cannot

achieve parity, not to mention dominance, vis-a-vis the West in

electronics and computers. IM Soviet competition with the U.S.

in military technology, as demonstrated in the Persian Gulf,

marked a watershed for military strategy. The Soviets are

destined to fall far behind until their anarchic planned economy

is demolished." When determining ways, the U.S. approach

to convertibility is armament in width. Technology is the means

used to achieve a decisive edge. The Soviets use armament in

depth, but their convertibility feature is no longer viable. This

is because Soviet economic potential is no longer relevant in

mobilization for war.129  Silicon technologies have given the

West a decisive breakthrough in weapons of operational and

strategic value that no amount of Soviet mobilization can

overcome.

The next economic decisive point is availability. The

capability in maintaining any semblance of a military presence is

clearly a function of economic choice. For the U.S., its policy

of world-wide forward presence means that forces committed to such

a role are not capable of sustained combat." Rather, they are
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a less expensive alternative to keeping a large stardiing force

overseas. To achieve some flexibility in this policy, the armed

forces have pre-positior d stockages of materiel and support bases

in overseas locations. The Marine Corps uses a system called

Maritime Pre-positioning Ships (MPS) dnd the Army has PONCJS

sites. 13 These techniques enable the marines and soldiers to

rapidly deploy and fall-in on their equipment without the cost of

keeping them permanently forward deployed.

Means--the Application of Resources

The final criterion is means. Here connectivity and

interactivity are at play. In Desert Storm, the economic cost of

the multinational force was to be a shared burden among collective

nations. 32  The U.S. military, as the world's policeman, has a

vested interest in fostering economic connectivity.' That

interest is maintaining free access to world markets. 3

As an economic decisive point for the U.S., the staging of

Desert Shield and then waging of Desert Storm kept open world

access to the Persian Gulf recrion. Here the connectivity feature

was dual hatted: 1) commit forces to keep a vital economic area

open to world markets; and 2) economically support this force by

financial donation from allies. Without adequate economic support

the cost of waging war would have had significant implications for

America. The stark reality of a deeper recession and lower

consumer confidence (effects public support--will) may very well

have caused some hard rethinking by Congress about the composition

and size of the U.S. force comitted to the cause.
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The final standard is the economic feature of interactivity.

Conceptually, interactivity is a reflection of two ctrrent trends

in our world today. First, advanced nations, like the United

States, are fiscally restrained from simply raising and/or

maintaining a large modern military force. Second, there is the

remarkable inclination, driven by political and economic ends, to

solve crises in the spirit of a multinational effort. This is but

one, albeit important, vision of the new world order. When

evaluating interactivity against the standard of "ways," the

criteria should provide insight as to its value as an economic

center of gravity. In the recent past, nations were militarily

secured through alliances which reflected the bipolarization of

our former east-west world. Today, even NATO is struggling to

find its identity and purpose for existence given the reality of a

free eastern arope.* The viability of nations joining

together for security reasons is a product of the Cold War, which

is gone.

Today, economics determines the course of a nation's

strategy. The desire of advanced nations to maintain flexibility

and freedom in choosing when and where their armed forces may be

employed. The cost of contributing a significant amount of

capital to maintain a treaty is a burden most nations do not

choose to pay. For most. nations, the concept of interactivity

offers them a new way to achieve their strategic ends.

In one sense, by multinational forces connecting their

unique capabilities, their combined combat power is greater than
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what any unilateral force can project. In a future conflict,

joint combined operations will be the norm. not the exception. In

the new world order, major operations and campaigns will require

joint or combined campaign planning to achieve all possible

synergism among international military forces. Joint and combined

campaign plans will, therefore, be the new way to provide for

synergism in achieving national and alliance objectives.

Interactivity offers a new way for countries to achieve a

degree of national security or to coalesce for combat operations

at less cost (economically and politically) than conventional

alliances. The decisive point in this economic feature is that

multinational forces are inherently weaker than a simple coalition

of two or three powers or unilateral action. For reasons of unity

of command, the principle of focusing on a clear objective and the

separate agendas that each army brings to a theater of operations

makes for a difficult military solution.

Interactivity is also the outright "purchasing" of another

nation's military to execute another nation's political

objectives. In Desert Storm, the multinational force assembled

was paid for, to a large extent, by other nations willing to

contribute economically but not militarily.13 The vulnerability

in this version of economic interactivity is that the utility of a

multinational force becomes subject to the whims of those

contributing financially. Military victory or no, in this

scenario the armed forces become vulnerable to concluding military

operatiorm not because of combat operations but because of
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economic constraints. Jean de Bloch spoke to this interactivity

issue as well.

In consequence of alliances concluded, all plans of
activity are founded on the combined operations of
allied armies. What will happen to coalition or
combined warfare when one or another of the allies is
compelled to cease operations through insufficient
means for resistir the social influences of war? i

Concludicr Thouahts

Looking to the twenty-first century arxi beyond, America will

confront a revolution in international affairs as well as respond

to urgent calls to rapidly adapt its military strategy and forces.

Some military analysts "go so far as to assert that the world is

on the threshold of a new era in which military power will no

longer be of central importance.' '*  Conceptually, we need a

broad guide for strategy and operational doctrine that reflects

the essence of mglemn war. The theory and practice of military

art, for now, suffers a notable oversight in its failure to

address the economic dimension and its contribution to campaign

plan formulation. This is where the military theorist should

look.

Economics is a dimension of war that has a great deal to

contribute to any enlightened analysis of its cause, purpose and

conduct. There are, unfortunately, many who argue that there is

little or no relation between the development of a war plan and

economic matters. They are, like Clausewitz, thinking of war in

too narrow a scope. Furthermore, their views about war lack a

sense of perspective which in today's world only exposes their

shortsightedness by failing to consider economics as vital to
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understanding the essence of war. Economic power is intimately

related to the broader issues of strategy formulation. The very

heart of campaign planning is to assess the limits imposed on

one's freedom of action anid those of the enemy. These are where

economic decisive points may lie.

This monograph began its look into the military implications

of the economic dimension by focusing on military power at the

leading edge of the twenty-first century. Military power is

becoming increasingly a derivative of economic power. In one

dimension of economics, military technology has produced weapons

of such destruction by virtue of their accuracy that fewer weapon

platforms are required to accomplish the same task. Additionally,

the accuracy allows for the striking of a center of gravity

without having to sacrifice major forces on the battlefield to

reach it. Clearly war is more than the violence of combat. War

deals with the wealth and power of nations and the economic

capacity of 7?ch to wage it. The bare essence of war demands that

it be expIdined with regard to the material/technological

environment in which wars are fought.

In the paper's analysis, the intent was to explain to some

degree the properties of economic centers of gravity and show five

features that could characterize such decisive points at the

operational and strategic level. The criteria to measure each

economic feature by ends, ways, and means showed their probable

effects based on current events and offered a means to measure the

war potential of a nation.
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The study of Clausewitz reveals no answers to the economic

dimension of operational art and strategy. Michael Howard in his

short treatise about Clausewitz noted that the Prussian theorist

can be criticized "for failing to consider the use of any but

military means for achieving his strategic erds."' "  Even in

Clausewitz's time, the economic domain was playing a major role in

the course of Napoleon's strategy. The Continental System was not

only an economic instrument which dictated Napoleon's military

strategy, but perhaps played in hiu very downfall as d :AraLgic

center of gravity.14 Clearly, the oversight or refusal by

Clausewitz to consider the economic dimension of war is

unfortunate.

Still, Clausewitz has helped us to think about war. He has

shown it to be a great socio-political activity drawing upon

purpoeeful violence to achieve the political end state.
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